= {F A , F AiA2 , ^A. iAlA2 ] i = 1, 2; X, \, \, e J} is a system of groups and 3: ^ -> G is a direct limit homomorphism where 3 = {| : A , | AlA2 1 X, X x , X 2 e A}. This is a slight generalization of a result proved by Richard H. Crowell [1] .
The obstacles to further extending these results are twofold. In the first place, there need not be a point common to all the sets of <g* so that there are no canonical homomorphisms induced by inclusion. Thus, any path joining the base point x x of X x , say, to x 0 , the base point of X (assuming for the moment that the X A 's are connected) induces a homomorphism of F k E= ^X(X A , X K ) into G. Secondly, the images of the F x 's, under all such induced homomorphisms do not, in general, generate 764 A. I. WEINZWEIG all of G but only a normal subgroup F of G. Both of these difficulties are overcome by the same device.
In the two theorems stated above, only the fundamental groups of sets of the covering and of intersections of sets of the covering entered into the description of G. But a covering is more than just a collection of sets. Thus the nerve of the covering can be regarded as a polyhedral approximation to the space. Unfortunately, this approximation is too coarse for our purposes. The covering <jf y however, gives rise to another complex which more accurately reflects the intersection pattern of the covering. Taking a geometric realization Y of this complex, Y determines the elements of G not in F. More precisely GjF= H = n x (Y 9 y o )M oreover, using Y we refine the notion of a system of groups, and define simplicial systems or S-systems, SMiomomorphisms and S-limits. We then show that the covering gives rise to such an S-system and that G is the S-direct limit of this S-system. In the special cases considered above, this reduces to the above descriptions.
2.
The intersection complex of a covering* Let <& = {X K \ X 6 A} be a covering for the space X by open sets. No assumption is made about the connectivity of the sets of <gr. The nerve of the covering fif, ?i(9f) = 5ft is the collection of finite subsets
For each a e 5ft consider the set of components of X* and let {X v \ v e 5^~} be the collection of all such components for each a e 5ft. That is, for each v e y there is a unique p(v) e Sfl and X v is a component of X p{v) . 5^~ is partially ordered by setting v x < v 2 whenever X Vl D X V2 and pfa) is a face of p(v 2 ). The set of finite linearly ordered subsets of 5^* is an abstract complex $(3O = S(^) = 3f> called the intersection complex of the covering. The function p: 5^->9J defines a simplicial map p: $-•;&' where 31' is the first barycentric subdivision of %l. 5^ can also be regarded as the set of vertices of a geometric realization 7 of ^« A vertex v e 5*"* is a k-vertex if p(v) is a A:-simplex of 5ft. % c 3*~ is the set of i-vertices where j ^ k and $ fc (Y k ) the subcomplex of $ (subpolyhedron of Y) consisting of all simplexes with vertices in % The representation of a simplex of Y (Y k , $, $ fc ) by its vertices will always be considered with the linear order.
Choose a fixed point Q(V) e X v for each v e 5^. For every 1-simplex v Q v x of F, Q(V 0 ) and g^) lie in the connected set X VQ so that g can be extended over v o v t into J^o and hence to a map g:
This is illustrated in figure 1 , where ^ = {^i, X 2 , X z }. 
4* The group F.
A path a in X is admissible if a(0) = # 0 ^n ( i a (l) = fl(^) f°r some e 5^r The path a then induces a homomorphism F V -^G which depends 766 A. I. WEINZWEIG only upon the homotopy class 2 (a) of a. The homomorphism induced by the admissible paths a, written (a)*, is said to be admissible and F denotes the subgroup of G generated by the images of the admissible homomorphisms.
Any loop o) in X at x 0 induces an inner automorphism (<*>)*: G-+G depending only upon the homotopy class (co) of co. If a is any admissible path then so is G)*a and since (a)*cc)* = (<*))*(a)* it follows that F is invariant in G.
The homomorphism T: G -* H.
LEMMA 1. Any map f: P->X where P is a finite polyhedron y gives rise to a simplicial map f*: P* -> Y where P* is some simplicial subdivision of P.
Proof. Let P' be a simplicial subdivision of P such that the covering by closed stars of vertices of P ; refines the covering {p^Xx) | X e A}. For each vertex p e P' choose f*(j>) e 5^ such that f(i*(p)) c -Xj* (p) . Let a = (po, • • •, p k ) be any simplex of P' with barycentre 6(o*) and denote by X f * (6((r)) , f*(6(cr)) e 5^ the component of X f * (2 , o) (1 • • • n -X" r(Pjfc) containing f(o"). Then f* defines a simplicial map f*: P*-> F where P* is the barycentric subdivision of P'.
It follows from Lemma 1 that any loop ft) in I at x 0 defines a (not unique) edge-path loop co' in Y at y 0 . If a) is null-homotopic in X, then applying Lemma 1 with P = I x I, a)' is also null-homotopic in F. In particular, any two edge-path loops in Y, a)', <o" defined in this way from the same loop a) in X, are homotopic. Thus, to every g e G there corresponds a unique element z(g) e Hand the function T: G-> Hso defined is easily seen to be a homomorphism.
A lassoe (resp. an admissible lassoe) in X is a loop at # 0 of the form ct' CO-a' 1 where a is a path (resp. an admissible path) and co a loop in some X v with Q(V) = a(l). 3 Since the homotopy class (ar-o^ar 1 ) of an admissible lassoe a-a^ar 1 is just the image under the admissible homomorphism (a)* of the class (<*>) 6 F v , F can be considered as the subgroup of G generated by the homotopy classes of admissible lassoes.
For any admissible lassoe a*(o»cr 1 , the edge-path a! in Y defined by a according to Lemma 1 can be chosen so that a'(0) -y Q , a'(l) e 5â nd g(a'(l)) = oc(l), so that odod' 1 can be taken as an edge-path loop in y 0 representing t^a-co-or 1 ). Hence T(a»a>*cr 1 ) = (a'-a'" 1 ) = 1 and Fc kernel r. where Figure 2 ).
COROLLARY. G = 6. S"system and S*direct limits* An alternative statement of Theorem 1 is that G is a group extension of F by H. Whereas H is defined in terms of the covering <g% F is defined only as a subgroup of G. It is desirable to obtain a description of G solely in terms of <g*. To this end we introduce S-systems.
Let ^ = {JP W 11; 6 5^} be a collection of groups indexed by the partially ordered set 5*T The set of finite linearly ordered subsets of 5^T 3f(^~) is an abstract complex over 5^~ We will always write the vertices of any simplex in the linear order. Thus ^ can be regarded as a set of groups indexed by the vertices of a simplicial complex, hence we call such an ^ a simplicial set of groups, or more simply an S-set. J?~ is connected if the complex $(5^") is connected, that is, if the geometric realization Y of $(5O is connected. In the sequel we consider only connected S-sets.
Choose a fixed vertex y 0 in Y and let F u ~ 7z 1 (Y 1 ,y 0 ). We define a 1-cochain f) of Y with coefficients in the (in general non-abelian) group F u . It is not our intention to develop the theory of cohomology with non-abelian coefficients (cf. [2, 3] To avoid special cases, we write F u = n^ Y\ y 0 ), 5^' = 7^ U M and denote an S-system by jT~ ~ <{F W | v e ¥'% f, 6> rjy.
Let ^ = <{i^ I v e 3^'}, f, 0, rjy be an S-system and G a group. An S-homomorphism 0: J?~ -+ G of ^^ into G is a function which assigns to each v e y' a homomorphism <p v : F v -+G such that
where v^ is any 1-simplex and ^0^2 any 2-simplex of F. The smallest subgroup of G containing the images of <p v ,ve 5^' is called the image of 0. If the image is all of G, 0 is onto. We write A e &~ whenever
An S-homomorphism 0: ^ -• G is an S-direct limit if 0 is onto and every S-homomorphism 0'\ ^ -> G' is covered by 0: ^ -> G. That is, there is a homomorphism ^: G ->G r and ^ = -^^ for all v 6 5^'. We write this as 0 f = i/r^. In this case, G is said to be an S-direct limit of PROPOSITION 1. There is an S-direct limit for every S-system, unique up to isomorphism.
Proof. Let &~ = <{F V \ve V'},£, 6, rf) be an S-system and let G be the group derived from the free product f is cohomologous to ^, so that we may assume rj -rf without loss of generality.
(ii) There is an isomorphism v v \ Fi -> F v for each v e ^ = <W* (iii) There is a function p which assigns to each 1-simplex
In this case we write ^ ~ t^' / and say that (y, py defines the equivalence. This is clearly an equivalence relation. Proof. We have already remarked that any admissible path a defines an edge path a' in Y with a'(0) = y 0 , a\l) -v, Q(V) -a(l), so that g(a') is a simple path in X. In the course of proving Theorem 1 we showed that {a»o[a!)~1) -a e F and that a can be represented as the product of simple lassoes. Hence (a)* -a*g(a% so that for any beF vy (a)*(b) = a(g(a')*(6))a~1 can be represented as the product of simple lassoes and the desired conclusion follows.
Let !" denote the simple homomorphism induced by the path Q(G) V ), v e V and write £ = £": F u = H 1 -»G. One verifies easily that these homomorphisms define an S-homomorphism
Proof. For any simple path g(o:), the simple homomorphism Q(OC)* = ?«((«• tt>»))#|« where a(l) = v. It follows from this, Lemma 1 and the corollary to Theorem 1 that 3 is onto.
Let 0: ^ -> G' be any S-homomorphism. We must show 0 is covered by 3, that is, we must find a homomorphism ty: G->G' such that 0 =^S. It is sufficient to show that whenever A e ^ with 3(A) = 1, 0(A) = 1, for then yjr(3(A)) = 0{A) would define ^.
Consider any subdivision 0 = s 0 < s 1 < • • • < s n -1 of the unit interval and denote by y the edge-path SoVSiSa ••• s^-A;. Then every edge-path /3 in Y can be considered as b' (7), the path into which 7 is taken by the simplicial map b' of a suitable subdivision of 7, and g(/9) The function a has the nice property that it takes any null homotopic edge-path of D into an element of J^ whose image under any S-homomorphism is 1. To see this, it suffices to show that ^(a^oV^Wo)) = 1 for any 2-simplex tjb x t % of D. But this follows by a straight forward computation from the definition of a, the properties of an S-homomorphism and the fact that o^tjb^t^tjk^ is a null homotopic loop in X Ut . Since y is null homotopic in D it follows that 0(a(y)) = ${A) -1. This completes the proof.
REMARK. The set % is cofinal with 5^ for k ^ 2. Hence the resulting cofinal S-system has the same S-direct limit. 8* ^systems and systems. Consider an S-system %^r =( k {F v \ v e 5^'}, f, 9, rjy with 8: &~ -• G an S-direct limit. Let F be the subgroup of G generated by elements of the form ^w(a)^ (6) Thus if jr = <{F t) | v e ^'}, f, ^, ^?> is any S-system, the collection of groups {F v \v e 5^'} together with ^ defines a system. If further, ( T = 1 and H = {1} then any S-homomorphism of ^" is a homomorphism of this system and the S-direct limit of J?" is the direct limit of this system. Conversely, let ^ be a system where the groups of ^ are indexed by stfl Setting ft < a whenever there is a sequence of groups and homomorphisms of ^C M* -^-> M 01 • • • • > M& defines a partial ordering for s/ and S(j^) is the complex of finite linearly ordered subsets of JK This sequence need not, of course, be unique. However, for each 1-simplex fta of $(j^) choose a fixed such sequence and let 6fa\ M a -* Mp be the composition of the homomorphisms occuring in this sequence. Hence <{M* | a e jtf"}, f, 0, rj) is an S-system where 6 has been defined above and ? = 1. If further H = {1} then S-homomorphisms and the S-direct limit of this S-system are simply the homomorphisms and the direct limit of the original system.
Thus an S-system is a system with some additional structure, (f and H) which plays a significant role in taking S-direct limits. If this additional structure is trivial (f = 1, H -{1}) then this reduces to the direct limit of a system. ) = x 0 . Hence f -1 and 6^: i* 7^ -» i^o is the homomorphism defined by the inclusion of X Vl c X VQ . It follows then, as in § 8 that the S-direct limit S: ^ -> G is just the direct limit of the system ({F v \ v e 5^}, 6>>. This is Crowell's result [1] ,
The following simple extension of this result follows from the remarks following Theorem 2 and Proposition 6 on S-systems: If <& = {X^\X e A} consists of connected sets such that x 0 e f\\eA^x and the intersection of any two sets of <& is connected then G is the direct limit of the system consisting of the groups {TV^X^ X 0 ), TC^X^ n -Xx 2 , X Q ) IX, X l9 X 2 e A} together with the natural inclusion homomorphisms. When ^ = {X u X 2 }, X u X 2 , X 1 n X 2 connected, then this gives the so called Van Kampen Theorem [3, 4] E. The fact that the covering ^ consisted of open sets was used only in Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 to permit the decomposition of a polyhedron mapped into X Any condition on the covering <^% permitting this to be carried out would be sufficient. Thus if ^ is such that every point of X is interior to some set of <ST, everything goes through. This question is fully discussed in the paper by Olum [3] . His comments are, with simple obvious modifications, applicable to the more general situation discussed in this paper. F. A description in terms of generators and relations can easily be given but we omit it.
